PRODUCT OVERVIEW

OpenText Core for Federated Compliance
Provide consistent policy compliance across content repositories

Visualizes
centralized
compliance for
the enterprise

As the volume and information and complexity of regulatory
and privacy requirements grows, so does the difficulty in
managing a compliance program. Content sprawl is an ongoing
struggle in the modern enterprise and manually coordinating
a defensible compliance program across repositories is next

Enables
multi-repository
records control
Validates records
compliance

to impossible. Attempts to solve these problems largely fail to
effectively scale or manage risk.
OpenText™ Core for Federated Compliance delivers cross-repository visibility and
policy control to deliver transparency and defensibility for organizational information
governance processes and reporting. The modern enterprise must grapple with
many different repositories, both in the cloud and on-premises. As a hybridsolution with a secure, cloud-based management console, Core for Federated
Compliance empowers records administrators and risk managers to develop, deploy
and track an organizational retention policy, perform legal hold collection and report
on compliance across multiple repositories.

Visualizes centralized compliance for the enterprise
As a recognized leader in content
services platforms, OpenText is
committed to providing advanced
information governance solutions.
With the OpenText™ OT2 platform,
OpenText extends this commitment
to cloud-based content services,
with Core for Federated
Compliance as the keystone policy
assurance for an information
advantage in the enterprise.
Core for Federated Compliance
offers a unique design that provides
centralized oversight and control,
while maintaining local security
and jurisdictional control of records
and metadata. The architecture
both extends the scalability of the
platform and respects key data
sovereignty regulations, necessary
to reduce risk and comply with
everchanging retention requirements
and difficult legal hold issues.

Reports and dashboards provide data reporting across multiple systems for a
functional view of compliance status across the enterprise.

Enables multi-repository records control
Attain control of records extending across multiple repositories and preserve critical
or sensitive content to ensure compliance.

• OpenText Professional Services
• OpenText™ Global Partner Program

Define and track an enterprise records policy across multiple repositories
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Validates records compliance
Learn more

Validate compliance of content classifications to assure continued compliance
with regulatory requirements and evolving data privacy requirements.
The federated compliance search finds content that may be mishandled by your
existing policies and requires remediation.

Search metadata, tag, and take action on content from any managed repository
Feature

Description

Define retention policies

Define retention policies against an organizational
information management plan

Map retention policies

Map retention policies in various connected repositories

Smart UI dashboards

Provide an overview of retention compliance across
all repositories

Validate

Ensure content is compliant with its retention plan

Content on hold

Manage and report on content that is on hold

About OpenText
OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through
market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For
more information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.

Connect with us:
• OpenText CEO Mark Barrenechea’s blog
• Twitter | LinkedIn
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